
MWEDGE is a software gateway designed to provide protection and monitoring for 
broadcast content between facilities, ingress to and egress from the cloud and between 
other software transformation processes.

MWEDGE Instances are monitored and controlled through MWCORE control and monitoring server(s). MWCORE provides a 
consolidated web interface and full API. With features such as real-time updates, analytics and powerful management tools you 
can manage many MWEDGE deployments from a single place. MWEDGE provides real-time information on key aspects of every 
stream such as: online state, IP errors, MPEG errors (ETR 290), network loss and more.

DETAILED MONITORING



MWEDGE continuously monitors all streams for key transport 
protocol and transport stream statistics. When using an ARQ 
protocol both the protocol and transport stream statistics are 
independently monitored.



Telemetry data is stored locally, available by a native Grafana 
API as well as optionally published to key industry standard 
monitoring platforms such as DataMiner, Splunk and 
InfluxDB.



MWEDGE can take packet captures and can also tell you the 
‘top talkers’ to highlight unsolicited incoming traffic. Along 
with the detailed statistics, this makes MWEDGE great for 
fault-finding and as an engineering tool.



REDUNDANCY



EDGE provides flexable and interoperable redundancy 
options including, input redundancy, 2022-7, XOR, OMT and 
backplane RTP passthrough.



Input redundancy provides threshold based failover across 
continuously monitored priority weighted backup sources. 
Failover thresholds can be based on TS sync, bitrate, CC 
Errors within a period or unrecovered packets within a period.



GROUND TO CLOUD SAMPLE WORKFLOW

SECURITY



MWEDGE and MWCORE is built for tier 1 broadcast, telco and 
media companies and architected to be cloud first as well as 
supporting on premise. Security is architected into the 
product. SAML, LDAP, 2FA, server to server mutual cert 
authentication. Our source code is continuously submitted for 
thirdparty SAST. 



Content is protected with native ARQ transport protocol 
encryption as well as state of the art broadcast approved BISS 
2 scrambling.



DEPLOYMENT



Running on a lightweight and stable Linux platform, MWEDGE 
is supplied as software (VM, Docker, Linux install files) or as a 
pre-installed performance certified server.
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INPUT

 MPEG Transport Stream over UD
 MPEG Transport Stream over RT
 MPEG Transport Stream over RTP with FEC (SMPTE 

2022-1
 SRT (LibSRT 1.4.3
 MPEG Transport Stream over SRT with RTP headers 

(passthrough
 Zixi Receiver (1.14) 
 RIST (librist 0.2) 
 HLS 
 RTMP 
 FFmpeg 
 RTSP ¹



OUTPUT

 MPEG Transport Stream over UD
 MPEG Transport Stream over RT
 MPEG Transport Stream over RTP with FEC (SMPTE 

2022-1
 SRT (LibSRT 1.4.3
 MPEG Transport Stream over SRT with RTP headers 

(passthrough
 Zixi Feeder (1.14) 
 RIST (librist 0.2) 
 HLS 
 RTMP 
 FFmpeg 
 RTSP ¹



NETWORKIN

 Unicast and multicast (IGMPv2 and v3) suppor
 Network interface bindin
 SMPTE 2022-1 (FEC
 SMPTE 2022-
 Input failove
 BISS2 Mode 1 (scrambling and descrambling)

Analysis and Statistic

 Missing packets (RTP, SRT, RIST
 Sequence errors (RTP
 Duplicate packets (RTP
 Jitter (RTP
 IA
 CC duplicate packet
 CC missing packets
 ETSI TR 101 290 priority 1, 2 & 3  (excluding buffer error, 

empty buffer error & data delay error
 Thumbnails (codec dependant
 TS Reade
 PCAP



Redundanc

 Threshold based input redundanc
 XOR - for 1 + 1 EDGE failove
 OMT - Output mute threshold
 SMPTE 2022-
 RTP passthrough



Control & Monitoring (via MWCORE

 HTTP/HTTP
 Email alert
 Webhook
 Syslo
 Splunk HE
 Skyline DataMiner socket
 InfluxDB (external push
 Slac
 Microsoft Teams
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Per server and per stream maximum bitrate hardware platform dependant.

MWEDGE should be deployed with appropriate levels of redundancy.


¹ Preview functionality. Subject to change.
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